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PORTALS

After Build has created a structure that supports
ease and convenience for all the parties concerned.
We had leveraged the best aspects of digital technology to achieve this. Each of the three main groups we
work with have their own portal. It is secure, operates in
real-time and is available 24/7 X365 days.

The information made available on each portal is
unique to that portal and cannot be viewed on another
portal (unless it is important that it is available). Access
is secure and usernames are based on unique email
addresses. Each user sets their own password when
they first register.

HOMEOWNERS
Will access the Occupant Portal to report and track
defects. This can be achieved in two ways. For smart
phone and tablet users, the quickest route is to first
download our free App ‘Managing Your New Home’.
This is available in i-OS and Android formats and is
available at the Apple Store or Google Play. As well as
giving direct access to the Occupant Portal, there is a
wealth of other information available too.

Defects can be reported in free text and photo, or video
files may be attached, if helpful. Access to notes of all
jobs means that tracking the progress of a previously
reported issue is easy.

CONTRACTORS
Will access the Contractor Portal to retrieve job
instructions and offer appointment dates. Every new job
instruction starts with a system generated email to the

relevant contractor, containing a link to their job.
Clicking the link takes the contractor to the job and, all
other jobs for which they are responsible. This enables
them to plan work and use their resource efficiently.
As well as seeing details of the job and where the
property is, any dates or time the homeowner is not
available will be provided (part of the process when
the homeowner first reports the problem).

This way, whatever date the contractor offers, should
be acceptable to both parties. Again, the system will
automatically email the homeowner with the
appointment details. When the job has been
completed and the homeowner is satisfied, the system
will close it down. If the original contractor won’t
accept the job (for any reason beyond our immediate
control) we can offer it via ‘Bid for Work’ – a public
domain facility inviting other contractors to offer their
services. This is a unique tool that helps reduce the
time taken to source an alternative contractor if things
don’t go to plan.
CLIENTS
Will access the Client Portal to retrieve reports, view
logs and see trends. At any time, our client base can
access the Client Portal to see what issues are being
reported by their customers – and more to the point,
what we’re doing about it. A scheduling tool allows
you to create reports that can be automatically
emailed to you. A selection of graphs and charts help
illustrate popular trends and diagnose issues that you
may wish to be made aware of.

